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when i say ive been busy, that doesnt mean ive been neglecting my commissions and other work. it
means ive been too busy working on some larger projects. ive been drawing a lot and painting a lot
lately. theres a brand new website that im very proud of, and its been a lot of work. i havent been

neglecting the commissions, and ive even been getting more and more of them. one i was
particularly pleased with was the commission i did of korra and asami. ive been doing quite a bit of

korra. im doing a whole set of korra comics for a kickstarter. theyve been going well and i really
enjoy the characters. speaking of korra, im really excited about the korra/aang movie that came out

a couple weeks ago. i haven't seen it yet, but even the trailer is great. i can't wait to see it.
hindmoviez.com is the best website/platform for dual audio, hindi dubbed, 300mb movies, and

700mb hd movies. we provide direct google drive and mega drive download links for fast and secure
downloading. just click on download button and follow steps to download and watch movies online

for free. - movie still studies: ive seen these around a lot and really want to try them myself
sometime. put on your favourite movie, animated or live action, and pause it when theres an

interesting colour scheme or composition. you can either make several quick thumbnails or colour
keys, or take one screenshot and make a detailed copy in your own style. in my opinion, there are

some underlying themes in the last airbender and the legend of korra that make these series unique.
i think that this might be why they have been so enduring and successful. the aang and korra stories

are fairly self-contained. they are about two characters and their world and themselves. the only
things that really connect them to each other are the mutual love of flying and bending, and that

they met because of that. the story is about how these two individuals navigate their world and help
others. but even those things are only coincidences. for example, aang doesnt know that korra is the

avatar. he isnt even sure of her identity until halfway through the series. their fates are not
intertwined as they are in many other stories. they are the only two people in the world that are the

avatar. and even though their fate is intertwined, it is not because of their familial relationships. their
lives are only intertwined because they are both fighting the fire lord, and they help each other

survive.
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in my opinion, the best way to bring back this series would be to keep the story self-contained, and
let the characters focus on their own journey. i think that a self-contained story could still be epic,

and have a clear storyline and cause and effect, but it could also be a more intimate story about two
characters navigating their world. but in the case of the last airbender, i think that the two stories

could be combined to make one epic, self-contained story. i also make time to draw the horse
themed artworks that im getting so much praise for at the moment. i do them because i love horses,
theyre fun to draw, and i need to make more wallpapers for people to download. so i will continue to
draw those but i may not add any more wallpapers until ive added more of my custom artworks to

my patreon. so youll probably see less horses on this blog and more artworks and comics! i do have
another horse themed piece that i like to do on occasion, and i may post that more often if i can get
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a good size drawing out of it, but this was my first try at a full-on horse themed one and i am really
happy with it. i loved that movie when i was a kid and i was glad to see that it brought a new

generation of fans to the franchise. its not a bad movie either. i think the only thing that could have
made it better was that they could have made it more action oriented. the first one takes place in a

different world and the second one is set in the same world but in a different location. i think the
story could have been told just fine in the second one, minus the family aspect, and it could have
even been more dark. it was basically a story about revenge. the second film could have really

explored that. 5ec8ef588b
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